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Situated Learning: learning is not merely 
situated in practice “as if it were some 

independently reifiable process that just 
happened to be located somewhere”. It is 

“an integral part of generative social practice 
in the lived-in world” (Lave & Wenger, 1991). 

pedagogy as situated 
activity: relational and 
material

knowings-in-practice as 
emergent, evolving, and not 
always specifiable in advance

linking knowing, learning, 
doing, and being
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is there such as thing 
as the “digital”? 

imgur.com/gallery/f4EqqHe

attuning to the presence & absence of “thingly 
gatherings” in the performance of practices 

(Thompson & Adams, 2013)

Thingly Gatherings

a shift towards the
more-than-human

beyond who 
or what to 

WHO-WHAT 
is at work

technologies “fold into us as 
much as we fold into them”(Introna, 2007)

cards / bits of computer code/ screens / 
blog postings/ Alexa / mobile phones / 
viruses / wiki entries / YouTube videos/ 

wifi connections / the mute button / 
video cameras / passwords / notifications 

/ server farms / learning analytics / the 
AppStore / power cords

education 
becomes an 

accomplishment of 
a network rather 
than an individual 

(Mulcahy, 2005)
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Web-based spaces are not 
ready-mades containers or 

neatly connected sets of 
digital destinations. Wild et al. 

(2008): such learning 
environments emerge 

(consciously or unconsciously) 
as an effect of learning efforts 

so that the learning space 
becomes part of the 

outcomes and not merely an 
instructional condition.

Community of Inquiry Framework 
Garrison, Anderson, & Archer, 2000

SOCIAL 
PRESENCE

COGNITIVE 
PRESENCE

TEACHING 
PRESENCE

EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE

Setting 
climate

Supporting 
discourse

Selecting 
content

Emotional expression

Open communication

Group cohesion

Triggering event

Exploration

Integration

Resolution

Design and organisation

Facilitating discourse

Direct instruction

Elements for a successful higher 
educational experience. Learning occurs 
through the interaction of these 
elements.

other 
reflections & 
curiosities 

• blended learning is more than face-to-face or digital 
• what is really new? m-learning, MOOCs, the flipped 

classroom, hybrid learning & spaces
• how are informal (and more formal) pedagogical moments 

being renegotiated by the technologies woven into our lives? 
• is anywhere anytime learning actually do-able? 
• what sort of invisible work goes into teaching and learning 

online? who-what are the teachers-learners?
• how to listen for the invitation quality of the digital things of 

pedagogy
• the growing commercialization & commodification of online 

activities and new data infrastructures

Blended Learning: New Assemblages

online face-to-face

synchronous asynchronous

individual activities collaborative activities

separate learning events integrated with day-to-day work / life

educator or organizationally driven self-directed

formal informal

direct instruction on-the-job / in-the-moment coaching

learning events ongoing learning projects

one online or F2F “space” multiple spaces

learning as already made learning in the making (Bigum et al. 2014)

extended engagement micro-sized

adapted from MacDonald et al. (2009)
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